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SYNOPSIS 

Kirana Ferisha, usually called as Sasha, is a Senior High School Student. 

Sasha is not a feminine woman. She is ignorance toward her appearance and 

behavior. She also likes outdoor activities. Although her parents and her friends 

try to remind her that she should be more feminine, but she ignores them because 

she comfortable become non-feminine woman. 

She changes her mind after she meets Arnold, a handsome and a rich man. 

Sasha finds that Arnold only likes a woman who is feminine. So, after that 

moment Sasha struggles to become feminine woman. She learns how to cook, 

how to eat, how to speak, how to walk, and how to laugh in feminine ways. She 

changes her appearance become fashionable. She even leaves her hobbies such as 

basketball, boxing and rock climbing although she really loves doing those 

activities. In short, Sasha forces herself to become a person that against her inner 

self to gain Arnold‟s attention. 

After all her effort to please Arnold, Sasha finds that all she is doing to 

become feminine is in vain. Instead of love her; Arnold loves Dina, an authentic 

feminine woman. Apparently Arnold approaches Sasha because Dina asks him to. 

Arnold agrees to do what Dina asks because Dina promises Arnold that after he 

takes revenge on Sasha, Dina will agrees to be his girlfriend. Dina is jealous 

toward Sasha because Dina‟s boyfriend, Roland, loves Sasha. 

Sasha is very messed up after she knows that Arnold only plays her. But 

slowly she can handle her feeling and forgets Arnold, but Sasha is not leaving her 

new knowledge about how to become a feminine woman. So now Sasha becomes 
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a woman with feminine appearance but her behavior is not totally feminine 

because she still loves outdoor activities. 

After knowing the truth about Dina and Arnold, Roland decides to break 

up with Dina and utters his affection toward Sasha. Sasha realizes that she loves 

Roland too. Then they make relationship. Whereas Dina and Arnold cannot 

continue their relationship because Dina does not love him. 
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